
“We Can Fix Your Game”
No-Kitty Tournament Rules

Format:
1. Games will be played without a kitty or joker.
2. Each game will be played to 5.
3. No minus points (no going into the hole). The team winning each hand will receive points.
4. Bidding is progressive (straight & special bids have equal value).
5. The minimum bid is 2/2 special.
6. Bidding teams will get what they make.
7. Non-Bidding teams will be awarded points for turning odd books (7 or more books).
8. No trump bids count as double points (Example: 3 no trump = 6 points).
9. Teams will play every team in their division with a specific number of teams advancing to a playoff 

according to record.
10. All hands will be played with bid blinds.

Dealing/Bidding/Playing/Scoring:
1. 1st diamond starts the deal.
2. Facedown clockwise dealing only.
3. Players may not pick up or look at their hands until the dealing is complete and the bid blind is put in 

place.
4. The player to the left of the dealer opens the bidding.
5. Legal bids: Only the bid number for uptown bids with trump, the bid number and special for downtown 

bids with trump, and the bid number and “No” for no-trump bids, and Pass.
Example: 2, or 2 Special, or 2 No, or Pass

6. The bid winner declares trump or direction (no trump) then begins play by playing his/her 1st card, the 
bid blind is then removed and play continues.

7. If the bid winner does not declare a trump or direction (no trump) then the first card played will be 
considered trump. For no trump bids the direction will be considered uptown.

8. Seeing as how there is no going in the hole if a non-bidding team turns odd books then those points are 
added to the amount of the bid. As an example, if the bid is 2 no trump and the non-bidding team turns 7 
books then the non-bidding team will receive a total of 5 points resulting in a win (2 no trump = 4 points 
+ 1 odd book = 5). Likewise, if the bid is 3 special and the non-bidding team turns 8 books then the non-
bidding team will receive 5 points resulting in a win (3 special = 3 points + 2 odd books = 5). 

9. Books should be stacked neatly and independently from one another.

Rules of Conduct: 
(The following infractions may result in the loss of the hand being played)

1. Bidding or playing out of turn
2. Talking across the board
3. One player or one team having too few or too many cards at the end of a hand.
4. Reneging (loss of entire game)
5. Turning over/going into closed books

(The following infractions will result in disqualification from the tournament)
6. Cheating of any form. 
7. Belligerent behavior

Playoffs: 
1. Teams reaching the playoffs will play an elimination format.
2. The winner of the playoff will be declared the winner.
3. Subsequent places will be awarded prizes based on participation.

*The Tournament Director has the final say on all rules and play issues. Please be respectful.


